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Whether you are a fashion addict or not, you have to look after your image. Taking care of one?s self is the combination of inner and
external welfare, this is why we have to work on our look.
PR9.NET August 30, 2016 - Whether you are a fashion addict or not, you have to look after your image. Taking care of one?s self is
the combination of inner and external welfare, this is why we have to work on our look. Secret of good styles are not written as full
rules of fashion, you need to shake up your sense of creativity and innovation. Unbeatable in fashion knowledge or you may happen
to know nothing about the ways to look your best? This one is for you. Take a look at these helpful tips for a pretty stylish look as if
you came straight out of movies.
TIP 1. Choose what is worth it to keep in your wardrobe
Consider to clean out your closet first, the more you own clothes and shoes, the more you will be in trouble deciding what to wear.
Even if a dress looks pretty if you feel it doesn?t look good on you, you need to make it go.
TIP 2. Widen your fashion knowledge
Social medias, movies, magazines or any other documents will show you tricks to be updated on predominant trend. Headwear, tops,
bottoms, accessories and shoes are basically what we know of our outfits, know that each item have a specific denomination which
will certainly help you to choose your own style. To know more about the latest products and trendy fashion goods, click here.
TIP 3. How to create the perfect combination?
Sometimes you feel you are always wearing the same specific style. Know now that you can mix styles by picking different pieces of
different styles, but be careful not to be excessive in combining colors which don?t create a good match. Embody other parts of
fashion into your outfits, then use one fashion style you like better as your main style.
TIP 4. Latest styles
Over-washed biker jeans with running shoes, worn with destroyed or oversized tee will make you feel like a super stylish active man.
Do not skip the accessories, leather or snakeskin snapback and backpack, sunglasses and finally a watch.
TIP 5. Try new things
Dare to taste new styles, but make sure you change things slowly to avoid major fashion mistakes. Start with small changes like
jewelries and headwear, then move onto new clothes and shoes. Watch out! Bringing changes to your style doesn't mean changing
your personality, you remain the same but at the same time you will surprise others with a total different look.
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